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JDR INTRODUCTION

WHO IS JDR
JDR is a world-class provider of the technologies and services that
connect the global offshore oil, gas and renewable energy industries:

Subsea control and power umbilicals

Subsea MV/HV power cables (Static/Dynamic)
IWOC Systems
Flying leads & topside cables
Subsea engineered equipment

Product and installation support for offshore /
onshore testing and termination services
Engineering services (FEED studies & analysis)
Through specialist engineering teams, experienced project management
and innovative designs, JDR provides optimally configured products that
enable effective subsea operations.

COMPANY HISTORY

O&G EXPERIENCE

- Dynamic SPC / SPU
Examples of Dynamic O&G Cable Projects:
•
Kizomba A & B FPSO to TLP Power Cables (2004)
•
CNOOC BZ028/ CFD-11 (2006)
•
OMV Tanker Pacific - Maari Field (2006)
•
CNOOC Liu Hua ESP 350 m Water Depth (2010)

3 x 500 mm2 15 kV
3 x 750 kcmil 35 kV
3 x 500 mm2 17.5 kV
9 x 95 mm2 10 kV

c. 350 m
c. 350 m
1 x 3 km
3 x 15 km

JDR have leveraged our Dynamic Cable technology from the prior 15 years in Oil & Gas cable and umbilical
application to benefit new projects in floating offshore wind.

REC EXPERIENCE
- Static Wind

Examples of Fixed Foundation Cable Projects:
• London Array
33kV
200km
• Rampion
33kV
142km
• Nordsee One
33kV
70km+ (Aluminium)
• Aberdeen Bay
66kV
20km+ (array and export)
• Moray East
66kV
206km
• Formosa 1 Phase 2 33kV
70km (array, export, land)
• The list goes on…!
Wealth of experience developed through:
• Cable design and optimisation
• Qualification and type testing
• Manufacturing and Factory Acceptance Testing
• Jointing and ancillary hardware specification
• Load out and installation services
• Established supply chain and key collaborative partner network

UK engineering experience base is strong, with key knowledge in this specialist area; solid base to
move to Floating Wind applications.

REC EXPERIENCE
- Static vs Dynamic Cables
Static Cable Applications
Fixed Foundations

•
•
•

Single armour layer
Polypropylene rovings
Lower lay angles

Dynamic Cable Applications
Floating Foundations

•
•
•

Double armour layer
Polyethylene oversheath
Higher lay angles

Combining dynamic experience in Oil & Gas and static offshore wind applications, JDR are ideally positioned
to support new projects in floating offshore wind.

REC EXPERIENCE
Dynamic cable
optimisation
analysis

- Floating Wind
Examples of FOW Cable Projects:
• Kincardine FEED
33 kV
• Windfloat Atlantic 66kV
• Hywind Tampen
66kV
System level dynamic analysis including:
• System configuration optimisation
• Extreme event analysis
• Interference assessments
• Fatigue analysis
• Specification of ancillary hardware e.g. BSR, BM

Typical dynamic FOW cable configuration

Early engagement benefits:
• Configuration optimisation to reduce cost:
• Optimise quantities / sizing of buoyancy units
• Use of standardised rather than specialised hardware
• Reduce risk
• JDR understand the key challenges for FOW cables (WD, MG,
offsets/mooring interactions)

Bend Strain Reliever (BSR)

Buoyancy Module

UK engineering experience base is strong, with key knowledge in this specialist area.

Windfloat Atlantic
- installed

OFFSHORE TRENDS
- Wind Turbine Power &
Offshore Transmission

Offshore Wind Set For Substantial Growth
• Global Offshore Wind set to grow from 28 GW in
2020 to circa 218 GW by 2030.
• UK Government targets:
• 10 GW in 2020 to 40 GW by 2030
• net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.
• Massive offshore wind deployment planned to
reach these targets.

Source: 4cOffshore Q1 2021 Report

Increased Power and Further From Shore
• SSE & Equinor’s Dogger Bank C will install GE Haliade-X
turbines at 14MW in 2025.
• As wind farm distance from shore increases above 5070km, Export Cables will switch from HVAC to HVDC, due
to the need to reduce the cable transmission resistive
losses e.g. Dogger Bank zone export.
• Static Export Cables are moving from 220 kV AC 3-Core
static cables to 320 kV HVDC bi-pole systems.
(400 - 525kV HVDC possible over the next decade)
• Dynamic HVAC / HVDC Export cables 2025 onwards.
Source: BEIS/ OWIC Offshore Wind Sector Deal March 2019

OFFSHORE TRENDS
- Floating Wind

UK Floating Potential
• Established fixed foundation market for offshore
wind in the UK.
• UK Floating wind is under demonstration already
with Hywind Scotland and Kincardine.
• UK has significant potential for floating wind in the
60-100m water depth range.
Global Trends in Floating Offshore Wind
• 40% of the world’s population lives within 100 km of
the coast.
• The world’s continental shelves extend away from
land for an average distance of 65km, but at depths
of 100-200m, which suits floating foundations.
• Floating offshore wind is therefore a key enabler for
coastal population centres to achieve their lowcarbon energy objectives.
Source: 4cOffshore Floating Wind Update – August 2020

UK companies possess the skills, knowledge and experience to make Floating Wind a domestic and
global success.

INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
In response to the market demands, we have already seen development of:
• Copper and Aluminium cable design, qualification and installation in the field
• OWF Array Cables from 33kV to 66 kV – JDR championed wet 72kV designs,
suitable for static and dynamic service
• Jointing and splicing technology advancement, qualification, in field installation
• Monitoring techniques e.g. application of dynamic thermal ratings and seabed
morphology predictions, through use of distributed temperature sensing
systems

Next Steps will likely include:
• Higher voltage arrays to further improve the cost effectiveness of transmission
as turbine capacity increases
• HVDC for longer transmission distance export
• HV Dynamic Export Cables for commercial scale wind with floating offshore
substations
• Novel connection and hardware solutions, bespoke to FOW
• Supported and directed by initiatives such as: InnovateUK; Carbon Trust OWA,
FOW JIP; ORE Catapult CoE and other projects including EU funded H2020
COREWIND and FLOTANT.

The industry’s track record in achieving these developments is impressive; timely policy making and funding
intervention has been an important factor; local UK collaboration is at the centre of that success.
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A wealth of opportunities for UK supply chain in:
• Engineering Analysis Services

• Survey, installation and maintenance, including port
infrastructure and servicing bases.
• Cable and Mooring system design and manufacture
• Terminations & Accessories

• Technology, Innovation and Demonstration
• Collaboration, Partnerships, Joint Industry Projects
e.g. Carbon Trust – OWA, OWGP, InnovateUK

Collaboration is key to UK companies who possess the skills, knowledge and experience to capitalise on
previous achievements to maximise Offshore Floating Wind success locally and globally.

SUMMARY
•

Growth in Offshore Wind presents significant opportunities for engineering and
technology businesses in the UK.

•

The offshore knowledge, skill and engineering for successful FOWF installations exists in the UK
from our strong heritage in both the oil and gas sector and fixed foundation Offshore Wind supply.

•

UK companies such as JDR have collaborated with industry and supply-chain partners to lead the
way in the deployment of the next generation of cables at 66 kV and for floating offshore wind.

•

UK offshore wind growth for fixed foundations and future floating wind projects globally offers
substantial opportunities for businesses able to capitalise on their knowledge and experience.

•

Technology and Innovation is underpinning this substantial growth as offshore wind developers
seek to use larger turbines, operate further from shore and in deeper waters.

•

Critical to success will be the ability of businesses to recognise the value of the knowledge they
have coupled with collaboration to ensure the UK exploit their leading skills, knowledge and
experience.

•

Early engagement of FEED and Analysis work with experienced partners ensure cost effectiveness
and reduced project risk by incorporating lesson learnt from experience in other sectors.

If successful, the UK supply-chain can lead the global offshore renewable energy market.
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